
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: We are working to restore confidence between the
components of the Iraqi community and the political powers in accordance with

the inclusive political project

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, head of the Iraqi National Alliance, stressed the importance of

restoring confidence between the components of the Iraqi community and the political powers in

accordance with the inclusive political project, noting the importance of focusing on

achievements and the pros, cons are part of the reality and not all the reality.
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This took place during a meeting at the third conference of the Arab Committee of International

Arbitration that is held for the first time at his eminence’s office in Baghdad Saturday,

10.29.2016. 
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His eminence praised efforts of Arab Committee of International Arbitration because of its

importance to conflict mediation and training of Arab cadres on similar issues, pointing out

that Iraq is living a stage of political gain through regaining of the people and the support

of the Iraqi poeple to the elected government, stressing that some of the media are trying to

suggest a melancholy image on Iraq issues to the recipients , but in reality Iraq nowadays is

immune from terrorist ideologies, while other countries are more likely to be afflicted by

terrorism thoughts , pointing to the military victory achieved, the defeat of the Daesh from

the walls of Baghdad to Mosul, the northern city of Iraq, 500 kilometers from Baghdad, and this

has been accomplished by the participation of everyone including the Iraqi army and police,

popular mobilization forces, tribal forces and Peshmerga, stressing by saying, \"if the popular

mobilization forces were a sectarian group, as advertised, they would hold at the borders of

their cities and then build defensive lines leaving the remaining cities to suffer from Daesh,

but it fact the popular mobilization forces shouldered the responsibility and shed blood to

liberate the cities of Iraq.”


